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Modeling Groundwater Flow on MPPs

S. F. Ashby, R. D. Falgout, S. G. Smith, A. F. B. Tompson

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94551

Abstract 1.1 The need for improved modeling

The Laboratory is obligated to track this migrationThe numerical simulation of groundwater flow in
and to design and execute remediation procedures.three-dimensional heterogeneous porous media is ez.
Various techniques are now being studied, tested, andamined. To enable detailed modeling of large contain.
implemented [17]. These include common methodsinated sites, preconditioned iterative methods and mas-

sively parallel computing power are combined in a sire. like pump.and-treat, and also more promising pro-
ulator called PARFLOW. After describing this portable cedures based on dynamic steam stripping, bacterial
and modular code, some numerical results are given, transformation, and other forms of in site chemical
including one that demonstrates the code's scalability, manipulation. In an attempt to understand the effi-

cacy of a given remediation approach, as well as to
determine the most economical implementation for a
specific technique, engineers frequently employ math-

1 Problem description ematical models to aid in the design and analysis
of various strategies. Unfortunately, many of these
models are based on idealized assumptions about the

Groundwater contamination is a major problem subsurface media and its flow behavior. For exam-
throughout the world. In the United States, for in- pie, the fact that the subsurface materials are hut.
stance, numerous governmental and industrial sites re- erogeneous in composition and spatial distribution is
quire remediation. The Department of Energy is cur- usually not taken into account. Instead, traditional
rently cleaning up several of its contaminated sites, models make assumptions of bulk homogeneity over
including Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory large scales and treat the subsurface behavior as one-
(LLNL). Much of the contamination found at LLNL or two-dimensional. As a result, these models may
today originated in the early 1950's when the present fail to represent accurately many important processes.
site was a naval air base; however, additional con- Consequently, the conclusions drawn from these sim-

tamination has occurred since then. Liquid chemi- pie models are open to question, as are the decisions
col solvents (now classified as hazardous wastes), var- based on these conclusions.
ious petroleum products, and small amounts of tri- In reality, the subsurface is three-dimensional and

tium and heavy metals were either dumped onto the heterogeneous. This means that some regions of the
ground surface (intentionally or accidentally) or were subsurface are more permeable to water flow than oth-
introduced into the subsurface via leaky storage tanks, ers; this is represented by a spatially variable flow pa-

Over time, these contaminants slowly percolated into rameter known as the hydraulic conductivity (Figure
the unsaturated zone (a region in which the soil in- 1). As we will see, this leads to preferential flow chan-
terstices are filled with air and water). While some of nels in the subsurface velocity field. These channels

this material is still there, and other (volatile) portions can lead to "fingering" in contaminant migration, that
have evaporated, a significant amount has migrated is, nonuniform dispersion over time. It is eosential to

into the more mobile groundwaters (saturated zone) resolve this behavior because it can drastically alter
and are now moving toward downtown Livermore at the conclusions one draws about a given remediation
approximately 25 m/yr. (The water table, which is procedure. For example, a homogeneous model may
the boundary between the unsaturated and saturated yield simulations that predict that the procedure un-
zones, is at an average depth of 30 meters.) der study will meet regulatory requirements. How-



suchsimulationsaswe conducttime-dependentstud-

ies,examine differentremediationstrategies,or run
the code ina Monte Carlofashion.To enablethese

typesofdetailedexperimentalstudies,one alsomust

applymassivelyparallelprocessingpower.The appli-

cationofsuchpower tothe modelingofrealsitesis
thefocusof thispaper.

1.2 The ParFlow simulator

To addressthisneed for a code that combines

fastalgorithmswith MPP power,we aredeveloping
PARFLOW, aportableand parallelsimulatorforrood-

FigureI: Hydraulicconductivit_./realization?or the elingmultiphasefluidfiowand (ultimately)multicom-

LLN_ s_bs_rface(inferredfrom ezperimentaldata), ponentchemicaltransportin three-dimensionalhet-
erogeneousporousmedia.When complete,thiscode

The dark gray re, ion represents a cla_/ layer, will possess a local mesh refinement capability, use
surfacestorepresentthesitetopographyand subter-
raneanformations,offera varietyofnumericalmeth-

ever,a more accurateheterogeneousmodel (withad- ods forvariousaspectsof the numericalsimulation,

equateresolution)may predicttheopposite.Regula- and employ an easy-to-useX Windows (Motif)inter-
toryagenciesarenow recognizingthisand demanding face.The codeisbeingdesignedtobemodularand ex-

theincreaseduseofdetailed,three-dimensionalrood- tensible.Moreover,thisisnotjus_aresearchcode,but

eling, a prototypeproductioncode. By thiswe mean that

Researchershaverecognizedthedeficienciesoftwo- thecodewillallowengineerstoexaminenew methods

dimensionalhomogeneous modelsforsome time,but (e.g.,differentdiscretizationsand solvers)on realsites.
have been unable to considerrunningmore realistic (The modular designofthecode willenablethe easy

simulationsuntilrecently.Currentsimulationsoften additionof new methods.) In thissense,PARFLOW
lacksufficientspatialresolution(tocapturefingering) willserveasan ezperimentalapparatuswithwhichone

becauseofa paucityofsubsurfacedataand theinabil- may explorethe fundamentalrelationshipsbetween

itytosolvetheresultingproblemson eventhe largest coupledphysicaland chemicalphenomena in realis-

ofconventionalvectorsupercomputers.For example, ticsystems.This typeofexperimentationwillyield

one wouldneednearlyone billionmesh pointstoprop- new physicalinsights,therebyimprovingthe under-

erlyrepresentthe LLNL subsurfacemedia.The huge standingofsuchsystems[1,2,12,16].Thiswillallow
problemsizeisdictatedby thephysicalsizeofthesite us to betterinterpretfielddata and designeffective

tobe modeled (severalsquarekilometers),and by the remediationprocedures.

need to resolvethe heterogeneities(on the orderof Our goal,therefore,istogetmassivelyparallelpro-
meters).To overcome the lackof data,hydrologists ceasingintouse as quicklyas possibletoenablethe

now seekto generatepermeabilityrealizations(at a modeling of largesites.These simulationswillnot

finescaleof resolution)that reproducethe statisti- replaceconventionalmodelingefforts,but willsupple-

calpatternsofheterogeneityobservedinrealsystems ment them. The experiencegainedin thesesimula-

(see§2).To solvetheresultingproblemsina timely tionswillguidefuturealgorithmicimprovements.

fashion,itisnecessarytomake algorithmicimprove- We are targetingthe classof distributedmemory

ments thatreducethetimeneededto compute a flow MIMD machines,whichincludestheMeiko CS-2,CRI

velocityfield.For example,preconditionedconjugate T3D, IntelParagonand Delta,and nCUBE/2, aswell

gradientmethods have reducedthe timerequiredby as workstationclusters.Code developmentisdone

more traditionalmethods (suchas SSOR) by more on a clusterofSun Sparcstation10/30's.Largersire-

than an orderof magnitude [11],but thisisstillin- ulationsare run on the 1024-nodenCUBE/2 at the

adequate.To see why, considerthe calculationof a MassivelyParallelComputing ResearchLaboratoryat

singleflowfieldon one processorof a Cray 2 vector SandiaNationalLaboratories.To achieveportability,

supercomputer.Dependingon thenatureoftheprol>- we are presentlyusingthe Zipcodemessage passing

lem,thiscomputationwould takebetween2 and 800 system [13],but we willswitchto the MPI standard
CPU hours! Moreover,we need to run hundreds of assoonasitisavailable.



2 Solution approach irregular ground surface topography and impermeable
(or nearly impermeable) formations (such as clay or

We will now describe the numerical simulation of rock layers). This will add much more realism to the
multiphase fluid flow in heterogeneous porous media, model and is necessary for many sites.
Specifically, we will present the mathematical equa- The boundary conditions are assumed to be either
tions that model the flow, outline our approach for Dirichlet, Neumann, or mixed, and are given in the
the numerical solution of these equations, discuss a general form:
few implementation issues, and describe our subsur-
face realization technique, r/a(x)ha + _a(x)q_-n - ¢_(x), x E r, (6)

2.1 Mathematical formulation where r/a, (_, and Ca specify the boundary condition
on the domain boundary r, and

Our model of fluid flow is based on the following

multiphase balance equations for fluid mass and mo- qa = _Sav_ = -Ka • (Vha Pa g) (7)
mentum in a porous medium: 7

is the flux.

_(¢paSa) 0 In this we consider the important special
+ V • (¢paSav_) paQa (1) paper,

case of steady state saturated (i.e., single phase) flow.

kkra Here, equation (3) reduces to a single equation,
Sava + "(Vpa-- Pag)= 0 (2)

/_a - V. (KV(h + z)) - Q = 0 (8)
where a = 1,..., v denotes a given phase (such as air

or water). Equation (2) is often called Darcy's Law. where the hydraulic conductivity K(x) is independent
Here, ¢(x) is the intrinsic medium porosity, pa(x,t) of h, thus making (8) linear in h. This simpler prob-
is the associated density, Sa(x, t) is the saturation, lem is of practical interest because contaminant trans-

va(x, t) is the velocity vector, Qa(x, t) is a source port is most rapid in this region. Although PARFLOW
term, k(x) is the intrinsic medium permeability ten- is designed to solve the more general multiphase flow
sor, kra(x,t) is the relative permeability, Pa is the equations, to date we have focused our attention on
viscosity (assumed constant), pa(x, t) is the average the single phase problem. This has allowed us to hone
pressure, and g is the gravity vector. The assump- our linear solver technology before tackling the more
tion that _bis independent of time implies a rigid (or demanding time-dependent nonlinear equations asso-
incompressible) medium, ciated with multiphase flow.

These equations may be combined and written as
2.2 Numerical solution

ha Pa =0 (3)
7

We will solve for the pressure head(s) on a discrete

where, for each phase a, ha is the pressure head and mesh. Our grid consists of many subgrids, each with
Ka is the hydraulic conductivity tensor, given by its own resolution given in terms of a fine background

grid (Figure 2). The resolution of a given subgrid is a
ha = (Pa - P0)/7 (4) power of two times the resolution of the background

Ka = (kkra/_a)'y (5) grid. This is done to simplify the handling of the sub-
grid interfaces on multiple resolution grids. In particu-

for constants 7 and p0 (gauge pressure). The equa- lar, the complexity of communication routines needed
tions (3), along with appropriate auxiliary conditions to do various iterative linear solver operations, such
called constitutive relations (e.g., _a Sa = 1) are the as matrix-vector multiplication or interpolation and
equations we must solve to obtain the unknown heads restriction, is reduced. The subgrids are distributed

ha. In general, these equations are nonlinear because across processes so that each process contains an array
Sa and Ka are explicit functions of the ha(x, t). Af- of subgrids with appropriate pointers to its neighbor-
ter the heads are determined, the velocities are easily ing subgrids. In our numerical investigations to date,

recovered via equation (2). we have used a single uniform grid (but with differ-
Currently, the problem domain is assumed to be a ent steplengths, Az, Ay, and Az). This makes load

parallelepiped. In the future, we will modify this part balancing easy. However, we will need local grid re-
of the code to allow use of surfaces to represent the finement when we incorporate pumping wells, and this
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thereby yielding an optimal iterative method. When

Figure2: :. :,e grid in PARFLOW is a union ofsubgrids, combined with a good preconditioner, the resulting
each with its own resolution, preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method [5]

is an extraordinarily powerful tool. For example, the
PPCG method was shown [11] to be an order of may-

will necessitate some sort of load-balancing algorithm, nitude faster than SIP and SSOR.

The current time-steppk:g algorithm is based on 2.3 Linear solver implementation
a mass conservative backward Euler scheme, and the

spatial discretization is a standard 7-point finite vol- We have implemented preconditioned conjugate

ume method. (Several finite difference discretizations gradients with diagonal scaling (DCSG), s-step Ja-
also are available.) In the general case (of multiphase cobi preconditioning (JsCG), and adaptive Chebyshev
flow), the time and spatial discretizations yield a large polynomial preconditioning (PPCG). These solvers
system of nonlinear equations, which will be solved us- call several basic linear algebra routines, including vec-
ing an inexact quasi-Newton method. (By "inexact" tor update (azpy), inner product (dot), and matrix-
we mean that an iterative method is used to solve the vector multiplication (matvec). The representation of
linear systems that arise at each step of the quasi- matrices and vectors is an important issue in the ira-
Newton iteration.) The solution of these equations plementation of these routines. The coefficient matrix

give the desired discrete pressure heads. Once these A is viewed as a stencil (Figure 3) distributed across
are computed, the velocities can be calculated eas- the processes analogous to the subgrid distribution.
ily using an appropriate discretization of equation (2). This representation is a consequence of the underly-
Moreover, it is possible to compute these values to the ing spatial discretization. A vector is logically similar
same order of accuracy as the heads [3]. However, we to a grid in that it is composed of several subvectors,
have not yet implemented this technique, and are cur- the components of which may be thought of as mesh

rently using a lower order differencing scheme. In the points on a subgrid (see Figure 4). An additional layer
case of saturated flow (our immediate interest), the of ghost points surrounds each subvector; this will be
discretized equations are linear, and so we obtain the explained below.
pressure head from the solution of a linear system of In any linear solver, a key operation is matrix-
equations, Ah = f. vector multiplication, y = Az. To compute the

The solution of these large linear systems is compu- matvec result at a given grid point (i, j, k), we "apply"
tationally intensive and must be done efficiently and the stencil to the grid: For each neighboring grid point
accurately. Since we are interested in detailed simula- specified by the stencil, we multiply the vector value

tions (i.e., high resolution), we must use an iterative at that point by the corresponding stencil coefficient,
scheme. Within the hydrology community, the most and then sum these products. That is, component
commonly used methods are SIP and SSOR. Although yid,k of the matrix-vector product is given by
adequate for many problems, these methods suffer in
comparison to the conjugate gradient method [7]. In Yid,t = wi,j,tZi-l,j,t + eij,kZi+l,j,t + si,j,tzi,j-l,k
this method, the energy norm of the error is minimized +nlj,kzij+l,k "{"li,j,tzi,j,k-1 "Jrtli,j,kZi,j,k+l

overa Krylovsubspaceat eachstepofthe iteration, +eij,_zij,k



buffers more efficiently, as well as to reduce the com-
munication requirements to one send and one receive
per neighboring process.

2.4 Subsurface realizations

In our model, soil heterogeneity is reflected in the
spatial variation of the hydraulic conductivity K (see
Figure 1), at a sufficiently fine resolution. (For sim-
plicity, we will discuss only the single phase case.) Un-
fortunately, property measurements are typically too
sparse to specify the kind of detail required in our

peea model. Recall that we may need upwards of one billion
mesh points to properly resolve the subsurface hetero.

Figure 4: Subvectors are surrounded by ghost points geneities, and one never has this much hard data. At
to facilitate computations, the LLNL site, for instance, there are over 300 mon-

itoring wells collecting data on the subsurface. Ab
though this data can be supplemented with so-called

which is equivalent to multiplying a row of the matrix soft data (obtained, for example, by cross-well tomog-
by the vector z. By viewing the matrix-vector multi- raphy), there are still relatively few data points. Con-
plication in this way, it is readily apparent which data sequently, hydrologists and geologists often describe
needs to be communicated, namely, subgrid boundary fine-scale heterogeneity with statistical interpolation
data. We therefore exchange interprocess boundary techniques [8, 9, 16]. Here, measured values and sta-
data at the start of a matvec. Once each process has tistical characteristics of a medium property may be
the data it needs, intraprocess matvecs are carried out used to produce a number of equally-representative re-
in parallel. Of course, it is possible to overlap some alizations of the property distribution. These realiza-
of the communication with computation. Specifically, tions may then be used to study subsurface behavior
the intraprocess matvec can work on the process' inter- in a Monte Carlo fashion. Although these realizations
nal mesh points first, and then update the boundary cannot give the precise value of the hydraulic con-
mesh points after the communication step is complete, ductivity at an (z, y, z) coordinate, they do provide
On most machines, and for most large problems, this a more realistic representation of property variabil-
communication will be concluded before the internal ity between measured data points. This may, in turn,
mesh points have been updated, lead to more realistic simulations of flow and transport

The ghost points that surround subvectors are used behavior over large spatial regions. Such simulations
to store the interprocess data in the matvec and other can aid site managers in determining where to con-
operations. This simplifies coding and leads to faster centrate their remediation efforts, thereby enabling a
application development. Note that the single layer more cost-effective site cleanup. Moreover, these aim-
of ghost points is a direct result of the 7-point ma- ulations can help answer the following question: Will a
trix stencil. Although we plan to investigate other given remediation strategy confine the contamination
discretization stencils in the future, they all can be to the prescribed area? (Environmental remediation
viewed as special cases of the standard 27-point stew experts and regulators are keenly focused on such "yes
cil, and so one layer of ghost points is sufficient, or no" determinations.)

Since a subvector may share interprocess data with Let us discuss the realization issue a little further.
several subvectors in a neighboring process, we defined We wish to devise some way of mathematically repre-
several communication structures to help optimize the senting K in a reasonably realistic manner. To do this,
various data exchanges needed within PARFLOW.For we will (i) interpolate the small number of known men-
example, in a matvec we need to exchange subvec- surements and/or (ii) generate hypothetical "property
tot boundary data, and we wish to accomplish this realizations" that retain specific features of the vari-
with as little communication as possible. To do this, able properties [8, 9]. For example, one might assume
we created a "communicate-all-boundaries" structure, that the variability of K can be described by a spec-
into which we put information describing the data to tral random field [14]. Briefly, this means that prop-
be sent to, and received from, each neighboring pro- erty values at all points are assumed to be drawn from
cuss. This allows us to pack and unpack the message a "distribution" with a known (or measurable) mean,



' variance,and spatialcorrelation.(Correlationisused surfacerealizationisnow computed inparallelon the

asa simplemeasureofthespatialpersistenceofprop- properprocesses--withno communication.Thiswill

ertyvalues.)An importantfeatureisthattheinherent be extremelyadvantageouswhen we run verylarge

lengthscalesofvariationarecontrolledby thecorrela- problems,aswellaswhen the codeisrun ina Monte

tionmodel and not by thespacingbetweenthe actual Carlofashionto determinethemost probablesubsur-
measurementlocations, faceflowbehavior.

Thistypeofmodel isfrequentlyusedtodescribehy-

draulicconductivitydistributionsforboth theoretical

and computationalinvestigations[1,2,6,10,12,14, 3 Numerical experiments
16].DistributionsofInK valuesmeasuredatfieldsites

(includingLLNL) oftenappeartobe Gaussian.Esti- In thissectionwe describethe resultsofour first
mates forthe mean, variance,and correlationscales

ofthisInK distributionhavebeen made from prelim- numericalinvestigation.The experimentswereaimed

inarydata analyses,and thisstatisticalinformation at exercisingvariouspartsofthesimulatorand mea-
suringitsparallelperformance;we werelessconcerned

can be used to generateone or more propertyreal- withmegaflopratesand iterationcounts.To validate

izations(asinFigure1).These realizationswillnot the code,we compared our resultswith thosefrom

necessarilymatch datameasuredatany specificpoint, an acceptedserialcode,and we were in agreement.

but thiscan be imposedifdesired.When thistypeof The experimentswererun on a clusterofSun Sparc-

realizationisusedincomputationalexperiments,one station10/30'sand on theSandianCUBE/2 (seeAc-

istypicallyinterestedin the genericeffectsinduced knowledgementsbelow). AVS was used to visualize
by the variablenatureoftheproperty.For example, both the hydraulicconductivityrealizationsand the

one might be interestedinmodeling the dilutionof computed velocitymagnitudefields.
a givenchemicalspeciesas itmoves distancesmuch

greaterthan thecorrelationscale.

Once a realizationisdevised,the resultingmodel 3.1 Test problems

can be validatedviahistorymatching.Here,a simu-

lationisrun fromsome previoustimeto thepresent, Three-dimensionaltestproblemsfocusingon satu-
and the resultsare compared to known data. Ifthe ratedflow(equation(8))inheterogeneousmedia were

predictedstatedifferssignificantlyfrom theobserved considered.Realizationsof thehydraulicconductiv-
state,the model can be tuned by varyingthe statis- ityK(x) were developedfrom the turningbands al-

ticalparameters.A more sophisticatedapproach to gorithm(seeabove).In each ofthe experiments,we

model validationand tuningisto embed the simula- imposedno fluxboundary conditionson thetop,bot-

totinan optimizationcode(fordeterminingthe best tom,and two opposingsides,and Dirichletconditions

model parameters), on theothertwo opposingsides.We usedDSCG to
solvethe resultinglinearsystems.The iterationwas

2.5 Turning bands implementation haltedoncetherelativeresidualwas lessthana given
tolerance.

To obtainspectralrandom fieldrealizations,we are The main testproblem was solvedon a relatively

usingTompson'sturningbands algorithm[15].Given smallgrid(51 x 51 x 51). This was done so that
certainstatisticalparametersthat describethe hy- theproblemcouldbe solvedon a singleSparcstation.

draulicconductivity(includingmean, variance,and The Dirichletconditionsweregivenashydraulichead

spatialcorrelation),thisalgorithmgeneratesa realiza- (h+ z)valuesof0.05on theleftfaceand -0.05on the

tionforthe subsurface.That is,itgeneratesa setof rightface,where the gridspacingwas uniformly0.5

pointswiththespecifiedstatisticalproperties.These ineachdirection.Figure5 illustratesthe conductiv-
pointsprovidethe conductivityvaluesneededin the ityfieldused inthisproblem.The resultingvelocity

model.Pleasesee[15]fordetails, magnitudefieldcomputed by PARFLOW isshown in

In our earlyexperiments,we useda serialcodeto Figure6. The lightergrayscorrespondtohigher(in

generatethe realizationand thendistributedthecon- magnitude)flowvelocities.We clearlyseethe pref-

ductivityvaluesacrosstheprocesses.Thisprovedto erentialflowchannels(correspondingtohighvelocity

be too time-consuming.(Ittooklongerto distribute magnitude)thatgiverisetothecrucialfingeringphe-
the datathan tosolvethe associatedlinearsystem!) nomenon mentionedearlier.For the most part,these

Consequently,we implementedaparallelversionofthe channelsmatch theregionsofhighconductivity,asone

turningbands algorithmwithinPARFLOW. The sub- wouldexpect.Thesechannels,whichcriticallyimpact



Figure 5: Hydraulic conductivity for the 51 × 51 × 51 Figure 6: Flow velocity magnitude for the 51 × 51 x 51
test problem, test problem.

contaminant migration, cannot be detected by a ho- _ . . _ , .

mogeneous code. We used DSCG with a convergence o_m,
tolerance of 10-9 to solve the linear system. The al- _o ..'

gorithm took 386 iterations to converge, and required .-'"
18.8CPU secondson 216processorsofthenCUBE/2. _ ./

#,#'

3.2 Parallel performance

In Figures 7 and 8, we plot the speedup and effi-

ciency, respectively, against the number of processes

for the DSCG iteration. Here the problem size is fixed 0,_ ......
at 120× 120x 120,and we employ an increasingnum- o ,00 _o s0o 4oo s00 s0o

pro_smm
ber (p)ofprocesses.For asmallnumber ofprocesses,

theperformanceisnearlyoptimal,but itdeteriorates
Figure7: Speedupfor 120 x 120 x 120 testproblem.

asp increasesbecausethesizeoftheproblemperpro-

cessdecreases.More precisely,theratioofthenum-

ber ofsurfacemesh pointsto the number ofinterior 'r . E.s_v , .

mesh pointsincreasesrapidly(becausewe areinthree 0.9__.._dimensions).Consequently,communicationbecomes

and more dominant, which leads to the degra- 0.8 ___more

dationinperformance. 0.7

A more meaningfulmeasureofparallelperformance 0.s

for thisapplicationisscaled speedup,which measures 0.s

thespeedupastheproblemsizeincreaseslinearlywith 0.4

the number of processes.(The motivationforthis 0.3

measure isrootedinpractice:the realvalueof mas- 0.2

sivelyparallelmachinesisthattheyenablethesolu-

tionof larger problems.) As we can see in Figure 9, 0.,
our DSCG algorithmscalesnicely.We fixed theprob- 0_ ,_o _o _0 _o _ s0o

lem sizeper processat 28 x 28 x 28, and we solved _sss

largerand largerproblemsby addingmore and more

processes. Observe that the time to execute a single Figure 8: E_iciency for 120 × 120 x 120 test problem.



some numerical results and demonstrated the scalabil-

s_s_ ity of the code.1 • • ,' , ,

o.s __ At present, we are using a finite volumes spatial dis-
cretization to obtain a large system of linear equations,

0.e the solution of which gives the pressure head from
which the groundwater flow velocity is determined.
To solve this linear system, we used preconditioned

_¢..0_0 conjugate gradients with diagonal scaling.

0._ In the future, we will improve the linear solver ca-

0.-_ pability by implementing multigrid, both as a precon-
ditioner for conjugate gradients and as a stand-alone

0.11 solver. We expect this to speed convergence consider-
ably, thereby enabling interactive time-dependent sim-

100 _0 Me & Me _o ulations. We also plan to incorporate pumping wells
mmm into our model, exercise the time-stepping algorithm,

and solve two-phase flow problems. Finally, we will
Figure 9: Scaled speedup: problem size grows linearly couple this model to a transport code to simulate the
with the number of processes. (The problem size per migration of chemical contaminants under various re-
process was fired at 28 x 28 x 28.) mediation scenarios.

DSCG iteration remained nearly constant (the ideal).
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